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Abstract 
The thesis analysed  the theory knowledge and the historical development 
process of the illustration, discussed and observed the decorative language of the 
illustration, studied geometric decoration language of the illustration and analyzed the 
guiding theory and practical method. 
The development of illustration advance with The Times, influenced by the 
aesthetic trend of The Times, It performs in the era of technological progress and 
convey the more valuable content. Not only reflected in the diversification of the form 
of expression, also embodied in the enrichment of commercial value. Humans began 
to practice for decoration language since ancient times, early artisans explored and 
practiced the decoration language and technology from the ancient objects. In the 
modern society most of decoration language hang together with design, bring more 
diversified results. From shapes, lines, color and space layout of the composition the 
decoration language of illustration reflects a kind of imagery and ideal space. 
People eager to have more abundant life and inner stimulus when life is unitary, 
When life is rich and inundated with new things, people eager to simplistic lifestyle 
and visual things reflect people for bringing, simplification and standardization of 
psychological need. the visual simplification of geometry and geometry adornment 
language have the stability of bringing aesthetic feeling and bring more needs and 
improve. 
Adhere to the design concept, decorative language, technology way of the illustration 
all organic dialectical unification, in this way into illustration design of more widely 
space。 
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